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Background: Evidence-based, objective, and systematic usability evaluation is key to successful connected health care technologies. The increases in patient-facing mobile health technologies not only offer convenience for patients in managing their own health and/or chronic conditions, but also offer the opportunity for health care providers to access patient behaviors and patient-centered outcomes at ease. Thus, it is of significance to link and present patient-facing mobile device data to their health care providers in a secure and uninterrupted way that will facilitate workflow and promote patient provider communication, rather than drawing providers away from patients. This prompts increasing efforts developing connected health care technologies linking mobile data to electronic health record systems guided by user-centered design and redesign principles. However, lack of scientific, objective, and systematic usability evaluation put connected health care technologies at risk for low adoption and eventual failure.

Objective: Learning from lessons in electronic health record usability evaluation, we propose to adapt an existing unified framework, TURF, for electronic health record usability evaluation to guide the design, redesign, and usability evaluation of connected health care technologies linking mobile data to electronic health record systems or other provider-facing Web-based evaluation tools.

Methods: TURF, a unified framework of electronic health record usability, involves three dimensions: useful, usable, and satisfying; and four key components: task, user, representation, and function. Each dimension and component is described with theoretical underpinnings along with examples of how usability can be measured.

Results: Specific adaptation of TURF that’s unique for connected health technologies include (1) user analysis for “satisfying” dimension will need to include both users using and mobile health users who’s feeding data into the system; (2) function analysis for “useful” dimension will need to consider functions/data wanted by the providers, functions actually used in real activities, functions/data available from mobile devices and with agreement from patients, functions/data available in interfaces within connected health care technologies; (3) representation analysis for “usable” dimension need to consider correct representation of data from mobile devices in connected interface; (4) task analysis for “usable” dimension will highlight learnability, efficiency (time on task, steps on task, task success, mental effort), and error prevention and recovery (occurrence rate, error recovery rate). Real world interruptions, team dynamics, and multitasking should also be considered during evaluation of connected health care technologies.

Conclusions: An adapted framework is proposed to offer objective, evidence-based, and systematic usability evaluation to guide the design and redesign of interfaces connecting mobile data with electronic health record systems and Web-based evaluation tools.
Introduction

Connected health care technologies have significant values to both health care professional and patients [1]. Patient-facing technology tools including smartphone apps, wearable activity trackers, Bluetooth enabled glucometers, wireless weight scales have significantly increased in the market and gained popular demands with potential to facilitate patient management of their own health. An example of these mobile tools are the use of electronic diaries for patient self-monitoring of diet and physical activity for both fitness purposes and can also be for chronic disease self-management. Self-monitoring is cornerstone of a successful behavioral lifestyle intervention for obesity and diabetes [2,3]. Mobile-based electronic diaries made self-monitoring easier and convenient for individuals. Accessing such mobile collected self-monitoring information can provide valuable information for their providers not only in setting individualized and realistic behavioral goals, but also in following up with these behavioral goals in an efficient and effective way that can help patient achieve successful behavior change and ultimately lead to better health care outcomes. Thus, it is of significance to link and present patient-facing mobile device data to their health care providers in a secure and uninterrupted way that will facilitate workflow and promote patient provider communication, rather than drawing providers away from patients. This prompts increasing efforts developing connected health care technologies linking mobile data to electronic health record systems guided by user-centered design and redesign principles. However, lack of scientific, objective, and systematic usability evaluation put connected health care technologies at risk for low adoption and eventual system failure.

With lessons learned in electronic health record implementation across the United States, evidence-based, objective, and systematic usability evaluation is key to successful connected health care technologies. A review in health care information technology usability studies also pointed out that a theoretical framework to guide usability evaluation is essential [4]. Therefore, we propose to adapt an existing unified framework - TURF- for electronic health record usability evaluation to guide the design, redesign, and usability evaluation of connected health care technologies linking mobile data to electronic health record systems or other provider-facing Web-based evaluation tools. In summary, this paper will present the adapted TURF framework as a coherent, unified framework to guide objective and systematic usability evaluation [5].

Methods

TURF, standing for “task, user, representation, and function,” is a unified framework of EHR usability, that is “(1) a theory for describing, explaining, and predicting usability differences; (2) a method for defining, evaluating, and measuring usability objectively; (3) a process for designing built-in good usability; and (4) once fully developed, a potential principle for developing EHR usability guidelines and standards.” TURF defines usability as “how useful, usable, and satisfying a system is for the intended users to accomplish goals in the work domain by performing certain sequences of tasks” [5].

TURF involves three dimensions: useful, usable, and satisfying; and four key components: task, user, representation, and function. Each dimension and component is described with theoretical underpinnings along with examples of how usability can be measured. The relationships between each dimension and components are depicted in Figure 1.
Results

Adapted TURF for Connected Health Technologies

Under adapted TURF, usability for connected health care technologies involving mobile data is defined as useful, usable, and satisfying for intended connected interface users to accomplish goals in the work domain by performing certain sequences of tasks, as well as useful, usable, and satisfying for mobile users feeding data into the connected health care technologies.

User satisfaction is often measured by survey questions evaluating users’ perceptions or ratings on a scale. It is an important step, but it often gives individuals wrong impression that usability is subjective, unreliable, and useless for system design and redesign. TURF has both subjective and objective measures of usability. Both measures of usability will have to be conducted to give a complete picture of usability.

We presented each dimension and measure of usability under adapted TURF framework in Table 1.
Table 1. Usability dimensions and measures of usability under adapted TURF for connected health care technologies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Descriptions</th>
<th>Representative measures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Useful</td>
<td>Across-model domain function saturation: % of domain functions in the system vs all domain functions in the work domain</td>
<td>Within-model Domain Function Saturation: &amp; of domain functions overall all functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usable</td>
<td>A connected health care technology is useful if it supports the work domain where the users accomplish goals for their work, independent of how the system is implemented.</td>
<td>Learnability; Efficiency; Error Prevention and Recovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfying</td>
<td>A connected health care technology is satisfying to use if the users have good subjective impression of how useful, usable, and likable the system is for both mobile technology users and connected interface users.</td>
<td>Ratings through survey, interviews, and other instruments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

User Analysis
User analysis for “satisfying” dimension will need to include both users using and mobile health users who are feeding data into the system. User analysis is the first step of usability evaluation; it involves steps of identifying the types of users and characteristics of users that are using the connected interfaces (often being key health care professionals) as well as mobile technology users (often being patients or supporting personnel).

Functional Analysis
Function analysis for “useful” dimension will need to consider functions or data wanted by the providers, functions actually used in real activities, functions or data available from mobile devices and with agreement from patients, functions or data available in interfaces within connected health care technologies

Representational Analysis
Representation analysis for “usable” dimension need to consider correct representation of data from mobile devices in connected interface. Heuristic evaluation is often used for representation analysis. It is an easy to learn, easy to use, discounted usability evaluation method that involves expert review of usability violations against established usability principles [5]. Adapted TURF framework proposes to use the 12 principles including consistency, visibility, match, minimalist, memory, feedback, flexibility, message, error, closure, undo, language, control, and document [6]. Particular attention is to be paid to the consistency and match between mobile information and connected interface.

Task Analysis
Task analysis for “usable” dimension will highlight learnability, efficiency (time on task, steps on task, task success, mental effort), and error prevention and recovery (occurrence rate, error recovery rate). A connected health care technology is considered as easy to learn if the number of trials to reach a certain performance level, number of items that need to memorized, number of sequences of steps that need to be memorized are all minimized.

Discussion
Principal Findings
We are the first to propose and present a unified framework to guide the design and redesign of connected health care technologies. Future work should expand the framework in real world settings considering real world interruptions, team dynamics, and multitasking. Both subjective and objective dimensions of usability should be applied during development of connected health care technologies involving mobile data. A software called turf is guided by the original TURF framework to semi-automate the usability evaluation process and make it simple and straightforward for usability testing professionals. We anticipate that this software can also be used to support usability evaluation of connected health care technologies.

Conclusions
An adapted framework is proposed to offer objective, evidence-based, and systematic usability evaluation to guide the design and redesign of interfaces connecting mobile data with electronic health record systems and Web-based evaluation tools.
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